MEET PETE AND GET CONNECTED WITH
New FullAXS Mini Connectors

FullAXS Mini connectors from TE Connectivity (TE) prove that you don’t have to be big to be rugged. Just ask Pete. Like FullAXS Mini connectors, he’s much smaller than his famous brother, Paul, but just as strong.

Designed to be installed in the most difficult environments, the FullAXS Mini system is scalable to provide power and signal connectivity anywhere on the box. Now, that’s something Pete can appreciate.

3 Types to Suit Various Needs
• Fiber Optic Signal
• Copper Signal
• Power

Pete’s Favorite Features
• Waterproof, dustproof, and corrosion resistant*
• Cost-effective metal die cast bulkhead that’s open for easy removal
• No cable buckling during or after installation
• Color-coded

VISUAL
• Visual feedback

TACTILE
• Tactile feedback

See It. Hear It. Feel It.
With the 3-SENSE FEEDBACK bayonet locking system, you know it’s connected thanks to visual, audible and tactile response. A simple twist is all it takes!

Fool Proof Design for Field Installations
Simple, one-handed, tool-free installation in any direction—even upside down—thanks to the bayonet locking system. The Fiber DPX “fool proof” design is perfect for power applications and those hard-to-reach areas—where safety is critical.

With their impressive dexterity, our closest relatives can disrupt important connectivity with a simple yank. But the FullAXS Mini connector discourages even the most nimble of creatures.

三个月

The sea is a destructive beast, bringing even the toughest to its knees. The FullAXS Mini sealed cable assembly keeps you standing by repelling these corrosive forces.

UV PROTECTION*
UV rays are notorious for weakening the integrity of outdoor components. The FullAXS Mini system resists the harmful effects of the sun. Call it SPF for your connectivity.

LIGHTNING STRIKES*
It takes a serious connector to stand up to 20,000 Amps of electricity. The FullAXS Mini system can take the hit.

It’s a bird. A tough bird. But the FullAXS Mini system is tougher. This specially designed connector and cable assembly resists insistent pecking from our feathered friends.

FORCE & COMPRESSION
If it can’t take a hit, it’s not worth it. FullAXS Mini connectors can withstand a serious beating from Mother (and human) Nature.

Extreme heat & cold
FullAXS Mini connectors are designed to withstand variability of outdoor conditions—keeping your connections protected against a broad range of temperatures.

PETE ENDORSES FULLAXS MINI CONNECTORS
Because They’re Tough!
The environment can be a harsh place, especially for connected technology. In an always-on world, you can’t afford to lose connectivity. The FullAXS Mini system is up for almost any hazard thrown its way.

Want to learn how you can implement TE’s FullAXS Mini connectivity solutions? Connect with TE Connectivity

PRODUCT AND CUSTOMER SUPPORT +1 800 522 6752
Email us | Find Authorized Distributors | www.te.com/fullaxs

RUGGED DESIGN FOR RUGGED APPLICATIONS
Wireless Outdoor  WiMAX and LTE Base Stations
Remote Radio Heads (RRH)  Industrial Outdoor
Robotics  Aerospace and Defense

EVERY CONNECTION COUNTS